
WATERBEACH PARISH COUNCIL 

Meeting 1 October 2019 

 

Clerk report 

H&S. There has been a fallen tree on the U&C cemetery land – they will be dealing with this and are 

in the process of some other tree works too. 

Tennis court resurfacing was organised for September to take advantage of the favourable 

temperatures and dry conditions. The contractors did not apply a binder as originally envisaged – 

they explained that during the cleaning process it was clear that the overall condition of the 

macadam was good and did not require a binder application as first suggested. It was also evident 

during the cleaning process that in some parts of the tennis court the water did not drain away as 

quickly as others. Applying a binder application could hinder the drainage process and so again we 

felt it appropriate not to apply a binder at this stage. 

Basketball replacement fence part expected imminently. 

Chick litter  bin for toddler wheeled park – have taken delivery of this and it wil be installed in the  

play. Unfortunately owing to misleading marketing material it won’t speak to people! 

Playpark – the damaged surface underneath the swings has been repaired. Sadly within a week 

some further damage has appeared in the form of two apparent burn marks. No further repairs 

required but it is disappointing….. 

Autumn work around the Recreation Ground. The usual Autumn renovation works to the bowls rinks 

and cricket pitch were undertaken last week – as with the tennis courts we took advantage of 

favourable weather conditions. We had a skip a few weeks ago and tidied up the area around the 

grounds shed. Other autumn tasksare scheduled in the coming weeks.  

Our tractors - During a service on the New Holland tractor, Pecks found that the water pump was 

leaking around the thermostat.  On contacting New Holland UK who are usual suppliers for spares, 

they were told it would be at least 8 weeks to obtain a replacement. Having now spoken to Shibaura 

Japan who make the tractor for New Holland, they can get a part in around 10 days. Therefore we 

are going to be without the tractor for at least two weeks. 

The Massey Tractor used to be able to pick up a 1000kg pallet of soil but duiring last week’s 

renovation works it wouldn’t lift anything beyond about 750kg without the relief valve being 

constantly open and associated noises. According to the handbook it should be able to lift 1,400 kg. 

We are arranging for this to be looked at and will avoid using it to lift heavy loads until it has been. 

Registration of the village green and existing cemetery – I have legal advice on the process and will 

be putting together the necessary documentary evidence to enable them to take this forward for us.  

Volunteers – it has been confirmed by our insurers that volunteers are covered by our policy but 

that the Parish Council is responsible for risk management. I have asked the library for a copy of 

associated docuemtnaiton to enable Council to review this.  

Street lighting (non CCC) – we still await estimates from potential providers who have been 

inundated with requests from parishes (it seems they were not given early warning of the iunflux of 

request heading their way). CCC are understood to be amenable to a modest delay in the changover 

date (currently 31 October) so I have asked them to grant an extension of time.   



Precept - The second instalment of the 2019/2020 precept has now been received from South 

Cambridgeshire Disrict Council.  

 

The LHI invoice for the pedestrian crossing has come in. The crossing was installed in 2016 but never 

invoiced.  While the Parish Council did have concerns about this, the points it raised before 

construction were answered by the Highways team and recorded at the Council meeting in Jan 2016 

ref 15/195 that: 

 After a short discussion during which it was once again acknowledged that the site was not ideal, it 

was RESOLVED to confirm to the County Council that the Parish Council wished to continue with the 

project to install the pedestrian crossing on Chapel Street. 

 


